
PACS 64.70.Md, 61.30.Gd; UDC 532.783, 548-14EXACT RELATIONS IN THE THEORY OFANISOTROPIC LIQUIDST.G.Sokolovska, M.F.HolovkoInstitute for Condensed Matter Physicsof the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine1 Svientsitskii St., 290011 Lviv{11, UkraineReceived July 14, 1997; Revised version September 30, 1997Exact relations which connect the order parameters, k = 0 Fouriertransforms of the direct correlation function harmonics and parametersof the single-particle distribution function for the uniaxial uids areproposed. These relations are an algebraic represetation of the Lovettequation in anisotropic uids. It is shown that in the anisotropic (ori-entationally ordered) phase the transverse correlations of spins in mag-netic uids and the correlations of the director transverse uctuationsin nematics become of long-range character.Anisotropic uids have no long-range positional order, but they do ex-hibit orientational order. As a consequence, the single-particle distributionfunction �(1) does depend only on the molecular orientation ! = (�; ') and�(1) = �f(!1), where � is the density of molecules. These systems are polarliquids, magnetic uids and the simplest of the liquid crystals | nematics.Anisotropic uids without the presence of an external �eld are the systemswith spontaneously broken symmetry, because the direction of the orien-tational ordering is not predetermined. The spontaneous ordering breaksthe continuous symmetry (rotational invariance that is intrinsic in isotropicsystems) and leads to orientational excitations, or Goldstone modes, whichrotate the direction of ordering without any energy cost. This results in thepeculiar physical properties of anisotropic uids.1. Stability analysis and the Lovett equation in anisotropic uidsFrom the density functional theory the following stability condition of equi-librium systems is known [1]Z Z d(1)d(2) ��(1; 2)�(1) � C(1; 2)� ��(1)��(2) > 0; (1.1)where c(1; 2) is the direct pair correlation function, 1 (or 2) being spatialand orientational coordinates of particle 1 (or 2). The equation (1.1) followsdirectly from the condition of the free energy minimum with respect toarbitrary variations in the particle distribution ��(i):Z Z �2F��(1)��(2) ��(1)��(2)d(1)d(2) > 0: (1.2)But in the anisotropic uids without the presence of external �elds somevariations (connected to rotations of the director: ��(1) � r!1�(!1)) keepc T.G.Sokolovska, M.F.Holovko, 1997ISSN 0452{9910. Condensed Matter Physics 1997 No 11 (109{115) 109



110 T.G.Sokolovska, M.F.Holovkothe free energy of the system unchanged. It means that in (1.1) we shouldrequire equality for the corresponding variations. Therefore, one has tosupplement the rigorous inequality (1.1) with the equalityr!1�(1)�(1) � Z C(1; 2)r!2�(2)d(2) = 0: (1.3)The equation (1.3) is identical to the Lovett-Mou-Bu�-Wertheim (Lovett)equation for [2] spatially uniform systemsr!1 ln�(!1) +r!1 v(!1)kBT = Z C(r; !1; !2)r!2�(!2)d!2dr (1.4)in the case of zero external �eld v(!1).Thus, the Lovett equation is closely connected with the broken rotationalinvariance and correctly treats the symmetry of anisotropic uids. We willshow now that equation (1.4) also provides natural treatment for Goldstonemodes in systems with spontaneously broken symmetry. In such systemsthe susceptibilities to external �eld v rotations (transverse susceptibilities)are in�nite in the zero-�eld limit. In anisotropic uids the orientation of themolecules breaks the continuous rotational symmetry (but not the transla-tional invariance) and results in a spontaneous partial order. Therefore [3],the transverse susceptibility in anisotropic uid is in�nite in the limit of azero wave vector. As the total pair correlation function h(k; !; !0) is di-rectly related to the susceptibility, then h(k; !; !0) also becomes in�nite ask ! 0. In [3] it was shown from the Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation thath(k ! 0; !; !0)!1 corresponds to the existence of a unit eigenvalue of theintegral operator ~C(k = 0; !1; !2) = �1=2(!1) R C(r; !1; !2)dr�1=2(!2). Onecan see that the Lovett equation (1.4) for v(!1) = const is an eigenequationfor the operator ~C(k = 0; !1; !2)Z d!1 ~C(k = 0; !; !1) i(k = 0; !1) = �i(k = 0) i(k = 0; !) (1.5)with eigenvector  i(k = 0; !) = ��1=2(!)r!�(!) and unit eigenvalue �i(k =0) = 1. Therefore, the direct correlation function and the single-particledistribution function complying with the Lovett and OZ equations treatcorrectly Goldstone modes in the system. But there are great di�cultiesin the obtaining of a self-consistent solution to this system of equations.The most di�cult confusion is connected with the treatment of the integro-di�erential Lovett equation. In the next section we present the algebraicrepresentation of the Lovett equation for an uniaxial uid in the form ofexact relations. It will be shown that this representation correctly treatsGoldstone modes.2. Exact algebraic representation of the Lovett equation in uniaxialuidsIn uniaxial uids the orientational distribution function f(!) is axially sym-metric around a preferred direction n and depends only on the angle � be-tween the molecular orientation ! and n. It allows us to write f(!) in the



Exact relations in the theory of anisotropic liquids 111form f(!) = 1Z exp(Xl>0 AlYl0(!)) ; (2.1)where the constant Z can be found from the normalization conditionZ f(!)d! = 1:Spherical harmonics Ylm(!) satisfy the standard Condon and Shortley phaseconvention [4].The nematic ordering is de�ned by the parametersSl = hPl(cos �)i = Z d!f(!)Pl(cos �); (2.2)where Pl(cos �) are the Legendre polynomials.In this note we shall discuss the exact relations between Sl, Al andC��mn = 1p4� Z drC��0mn0(r); (2.3)where C���mnl(r) are the coe�cients of the orientational expansion of the directcorrelation function C(r; !1; !2).In the space-�xed coordinate system with z-axis parallel to n the pairdirect correlation function of linear molecules can be written in the formC(r; !1; !2) = Xm;n;l;�;�;�C���mnl(r)Ym�(!1)Y �n�(!2)Yl�(!r); (2.4)r is a separation-vector of molecules mass centres, !r being its orientation.It should be noted, that for axially symmetric system �+ � = �.For our purposes we use the Lovett-Mou-Bu�-Wertheim equation whichfor anisotropic uids can be written in the form [5]r!1 ln�(!1) = Z C(!1; !2)r!2�(!2)d!2 (2.5)where C(!1; !2) = R C(r; !1; !2)dr,r! is the angular gradient operator fora linear molecule. The space-�xed X, Y and Z components are given byr! = il, where l is the angular momentum operator. Using the relations[4] (r!)y = l̂+ � l̂�2 ; (2.6)l̂�Ym�(!) = [m(m+ 1)� �(�+ 1)]1=2Ym��1(!) (2.7)and expansions (2.1), (2.4) the y-component of (2.5) is obtained in the form:XM>0qM(M + 1)AM [YM1(!1)� YM�1(!1)] == XM 0>0 Xm;n;� Z C��mnYm�(!1)Y �n�(!2)qM 0(M 0 + 1)AM 0 � (2.8)� [YM 01(!2)� YM 0�1(!2)] �(!2)d!2:



112 T.G.Sokolovska, M.F.HolovkoTaking into account that only independent of the azimuthal angle ' quan-tities yield nonzero average values and using the orthogonality of Ylms, onegets the following matrix equationL = ĈŶL; (2.9)where L is a column consisting of LM = pM(M + 1)AM , Ĉ and Ŷ are oforder (N �N) with matrix elements C11mn and Y 11mn, whereY 11mn = � Z d!f(!)Ym1(!)Y �n1(!) (2.10)can be expressed via Sl, N is a number of values of index m (or n) suchthat C11mn 6= 0.Since the angular momentum operator l is hermitian we can write eq.(2.5) in the equivalent form:r!1 ln�(!1) = � Z [r!2C2(!1; !2)] �(!2)d!2: (2.11)In the similar manner from (2.11) we can obtain a matrix equation for thecoe�cients of the function f(!) L = ĈP ; (2.12)where P contains order parameters of the system:Pl = �pl(l + 1)p2l + 1p4� Sl: (2.13)Thus, the symmetries of the angular gradient operator and the nematicsystem yield two matrix relations (2.9) and (2.12) which connect the systemorder parameters, zero Fourier transforms of the direct correlation functionharmonics and coe�cients Al of the single-particle distribution functions ofthe system.Joint use of (2.9) and (2.12) allows us to express f(!) via the orderparameters only: L = Ŷ �1P (2.14)The obtained relations can be very useful for the calculation of the cor-relation functions of the anisotropic phase and serve to verify the �tnessof chosen models and approximations. For the illustration we suppose thatthe expansion (2.4) may contain at Y00(!R) only Ym�(!1), Y �n�(!2) withm;n = 0; 2. Then the eq. (2.9) and (2.12) yield4�(�C1122 )�1 = 4�Y 1122� = 1 + 57S2 � 127 S4;(�C1122 )�1 = q 54� S2A2 (2.15)For the isotropic S2 = S4 = 0, Y 1122 = �4� , and the �rst of eq. (2.15) bringsout the instability point of the isotropic phase (that is identical to the resultof the density functional theory [6]):1 = (4�)� 32 � Z C110(iso)220 (r)dr; (2.16)



Exact relations in the theory of anisotropic liquids 113C110(iso)220 (r) is the corresponding harmonic of the isotropic direct correlationfunction. As the single-particle distribution function in this case has theMayer-Saupe form, we equate 4�Y 1122� with the �rst non-trivial value of theself-consistency equation 4�Y 1122� = 1:1142 with S2 = 0:3236 [7] and obtainthe bifurcation point of the nematic solution for our model:1:1142�1 = (4�)� 32� Z C110(nem)220 (r)dr; (2.17)where C110(nem)220 (r) is the corresponding harmonic of the direct correlationfunction for the nematic phase. It is worth to note that equations (2.15)determine an independent of A2 relation between S2 and S4 since in thiscase A2 is a single-valued function of S2 (see (2.2)). The same situation isobserved in the computer simulation for the system of thin hard platelets[8]. The task becomes more complicated if C11mn 6= 0 for several values of mand n, for instance, 1 and 2. Now Ĉ is a nonsingular matrix 2 � 2. Usingrelation (2.14) we get�p2A1p6A2 � = p4� 1� S2 3p5(S1 � S3)3p5(S1 � S3) 1 + 57S2 � 127 S4!�1 � p6S1p30S2 � : (2.18)Equation (2.12) takes the form�p2A1p6A2 � = �p4� �C1111 C1112C1121 C1122 �� p6S1p30S2 � : (2.19)Equations (2.18) and (2.19) yield4� 1� S2 3p5 (S1 � S3)3p5(S1 � S3) 1 + 57S2 � 127 S4!�1 � p6S1p30S2 � == ��C1111 C1112C1121 C1122 �� p6S1p30S2 � : (2.20)One can see that equation (2.20) determines Ĉ via the order parameters assoon as the cross terms C1112 and C1121 are negligibly small. In a general casewe have two equations for three unknown values C1111 , C1112 = C11�21 and C1122 .In order to examine the exact relations we consider the OZ equation foranisotropic uids:h(1; 2) = C(1; 2) + Z �(3)C(1; 3)h(3; 2)d(3); (2.21)where C(1; 2) and h(1; 2) are the direct correlation function and the paircorrelation function respectively; d3 = dR3d!3, where R is mass centercoordinates of the particle, ! = (�; ') means the orientation of the molecule.As �(3) does not depend onR3 then the Fourier-component (k = 0) of (2.21)can be rewritten in the form of the matrix equations:Ĥ(�) = Ĉ(�) + Ĉ(�)Ŷ (�)Ĥ(�); (2.22)
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Exact relations in the theory of anisotropic liquids 115TOQN� SP�VV�DNOXENN�V TEOR�Õ AN�ZOTROPNIH R�DINT.G.Sokolovs~ka, M.F.GolovkoDl� odnoosnih plin�v zaproponovano toqn� sp�vv�dnoxenn�,wo pov'�zu�t~ parametri por�dku, fur'-obrazi garmon�k pr�-moÝ korel�c��noÝ funkc�Ý pri k = 0 � parametri odnoqastinko-voÝ funkc�Ý rozpod�lu. C� sp�vv�dnoxenn�  algebraÝqnim pred-stavlenn�m r�vn�nn� Lovetta dl� an�zotropnih plin�v. Poka-zano, wo v an�zotropn�� (or�ntac��no vpor�dkovan��) faz� po-pereqn� korel�c�Ý sp�n�v u magn�tnih r�dinah � korel�c�Ý pope-reqnih fluktuac�� direktora u nematikah nabuva�t~ daleko-s��nogo harakteru.


